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The class of admissible functions is restricted to functions for which In order to make it easier to treat a fairly general class of aerofoils, we shall use a conformal transformation to map the aerofoil C onto the unit circle. Let (r,(3) be a polar coordinate system in the transformed plane, the computation plane, with origin at the centre of the unit circle. Then if we write z=x+iy and u = r (cos 8 + i sin e), the transform modulus becomes 2 1 (x;+Yr) .
The Jacobian of the transformation is we now derive the alternative form of the boundary conditionson x at r =I R for an ellipse. The basic idea is to find an asymptotic form of x valid for large r which takes into account the shape of the body.
In The classtcal problem of steady inviscid plane subsonic flow past an aerofoil is formulated as a variational principle! the Bateman-Dirichlet Princi le. A finite difference method is used to calculate approxlmattons to the extremals for R ow past ellipses and KannanTreffk rofties of dtfferent thickness ratios. The solutions obtained for the elll OS come pare we R with other approximate solutions except near the stagnation points w ere differences of up to 5% are encountered. The classical problem of steady inviscid plane subsonic flow past an aerofoil is formulated A finite difference method is ow past ellipses and Karmanobtained for the ellI ses comwith other approximate solutions except near the stagnation points w K ere differences of up to 5% are encountered.
The classical problem of steady invlscid plane subsonic flow past an aerofoll is formulated as a variational principle, the Bateman-Dirichlet PrInci le. A finite difference method is used to calculate approximations to the exkemals for !I ow past ellipses and KarmanTreffk refiles of different thickness ratios. The solutions obtained for the e e . pare we wrth other approximate solutions except near the stagnation points w dffferences of up to 5% are encountered.
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